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Abstract
The opportunities with blockchain technology has grown immensely especially with its unique features
such as immutability, transparency, decentralization etc. It is also important that the basic features such
as privacy, security and scalability co-exists. Our novel study proposes a framework named ERSB
(Enhanced Reliability of a Scalable Blockchain) implemented with Hyperledger fabric as a solution to
address scalability issues. Multiple records are generated and processed during a patient’s hospital
visits/stays, laboratory tests and insurance claims. When there are networks of hospitals under one
umbrella (a group of hospitals), it is critical to address maintenance of this complex system in context of
the afore-mentioned unique features. Our proposed framework uses a hierarchical model at hospital
networks, laboratory and insurance company that has multiple levels. Stages are evaluated with nodes
added along with smart contracts. Smart contracts are also amended with more changes to observe
performance, reliability and latency of the model at the �rst level of hierarchy.

1. Introduction
Technology took a real turn with Blockchain as a medium that enabled data transfer between peers or
participants as that established transparency without intermediaries in the system [1], [2]. This was a
strong discovery. When there was a stock exchange collapse, Satoshi Nakamoto �rst established the
concept in 2008 through the Bitcoins [3] - the �rst cryptocurrency. With smart contracts [4] in ethereum [5]
and their popularity, the concept was much used in developing most of the blockchain built systems in
other entities. These included �nance, healthcare, education, government organizations, supply chain [6]
and now extended to arti�cial intelligence[7] etc. The technological breakthrough that had the potential to
revolutionize the way society did trade and interacted. It gained reputable label for its ability of allowing
mutual untrusted nodes to exchange �nancial value and engage without the involvement for a trust
worthy third party member.

Bitcoin was one of the �rst to successfully implement Blockchain technology and attract the public’s
attention. After which, many crypto companies and currencies emerged thereby making Blockchain a
highly discussed and popular topic. Blockchain combines technology features like cryptography, P2P
networking, distributed system, transparency, access identity permissions, open source, autonomy, and
immutability. This makes the technology very secure as the transactions cannot be tweaked or tampered
with and all the entities/parties, which make the transactions, are kept anonymous [8].

Thus, Blockchain offer integrity protected distributed ledgers, provides transparency of the entire process
by upholding a set of global states. The participating nodes agree upon the existence, value and histories
of all states. Each state contains multiple transactions. Hence, the Blockchain is a way to manage
distributed transaction. The concerned entities preserve replicas of the data and jointly agree on a
transaction execution order. This high performance blockchain system is a means for completely
monitoring a system as if under the surveillance of a legal third party. However, then as more users
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entered the blockchain systems, there appeared the issue of scalability [9]. Our study addresses the issue
of scalability in blockchain technology with the help of a use case in the healthcare sector.

At the time of this experiment, the system is evaluated at level-1. That is joining the basic 3 organizations.
To test and understand the scalability issues, we have presently used one channel through the three
organizations adding peers through all three. Transactions were increased from 10 to 1000 to know the
performance of the system. The paper discusses scalability issues, structure of blockchain, different
consensus models, relevance of hyperledger fabric, hierarchical model and the proposed ERSB model.

2. Scalability Issues
With more users in the public chains such as Bitcoins and Ethereum, the scalability issues have arisen
from sometime [10] with blockchains. To an extent, this has affected the technology in terms of
development that can be implemented in other domains also. Much research has taken place in this area
by researchers as well as software development companies. Though many of these solutions act to the
needs somewhat, many other important aspects of blockchain systems such as security and
decentralization were the biggest challenge to maintain [9]. Thus as more nodes increases, validating
every node and every transaction was an issue due scalability. At the same time, it is important that all
transactions validate themselves for the next transactions. This is important for appropriately further
validating the entire system.

One of the major techniques that could be used was to redesign the blocks or to do a storage
optimization. Even as the blockchain challenges exists, the technology still thrives to excel in its
implementations. Many frameworks are in discussion on these grounds. Few of them were on-chain and
other few off-chain. Especially with smart contracts in picture.

3 Blockchain Structure And Smart Contracts
A complete block structure [56] will have the following data structure that extends from the genesis (�rst
block) to the block “n”. The application can be in any area like cryptocurrency, asset management or any
security systems. Figure: [1] explains this concept. There are blocks created and added to the chain that
starts from the genesis block. Every node added runs the chaincode or smart contract to form the block
and keep the ledger same for all the peers. Every block will have transaction and hash details including
that of the previous block.

A legal agreement or contract that is in the form of digital set of codes between two parties during a deal
is how a smart contract works in the blockchain environment. This ethereum concept in cryptocurrencies
verify the nodes in a decentralized network. Thus, smart contracts initiate a deal as if it is a trusted third
party in action [4], [11]. The integrity of smart contracts is also a concern during implementation. This is
even more essential in a public network where unknown parties get involved in transactions. Mainly
because public networks use smart contracts where nodes are unknown to each other. This may not be of
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large concern in private organizations as the veri�cations take place at organization level itself and
controlled more by a central authority that is the organization itself.

When blockchain technologies (BCT) have the cryptographic models to maintain security of the systems,
consensus protocols [11] add complexities to these models for quality and trustworthy BCT transactions.
It is important that the nodes separately at their ends run these consensus protocols in order to ensure
these nodes reach the required consensus about their previous transactions. This will help new block
entries in the correct order needed. The nodes get ready to participate in any transaction with the hashes
of the previous blocks. Typically, validation is established to improve the trust among all nodes in the
system because all nodes produce identical outputs. This is in accordance with the consensus rules.

4 Consensus Protocols
Nevertheless, new challenges and security issues keep on emerging every day due to which the design of
a consensus protocol remains a major issue. The consensus of Blockchain is that every entity/node
maintains the same distributed ledger. In the blockchain, the entity/party is both the server and the host. It
requires exchanging information with other similar entities/parties to arrive at a consensus. It is
important that the Consensus Protocol implemented must also be suitable for certain blockchain type
that has the framework and purpose for which the blockchain is used [9],[12]. Some of the major
Consensus Protocols are discussed below:

A. Proof of Work (PoW)

Bitcoin, the popular Cryptocurrency, uses the Proof of Work consensus. All participants or miners compete
to resolve a computational puzzle in order to generate a new block [3]. Here, on resolving the puzzle, the
miner broadcasts the message to other participants for veri�cation and gets a chance to create a new
block. This protocol provides security in the form of block mining. But this protocol achieves its
consensus by placing blocks in a distributed system even though the notes may show faults such as
them being unreliable, unavailable, malicious, and more. The security of these kinds of the network is
supported by specialized hardware and electricity, which makes them overpriced and ine�cient from a
resource and environmental standpoint [13].

One of the main challenges of this protocol is Sel�sh mining. It was an attack discovered by Eyal and
Sirer [14]. Sel�sh mining is when a miner keeps his/her discovered blocks private and continues to mine
over them. This attack enables Sel�sh miners to avail unfair rewards. This scenario destroys the
decentralized structure of the system and raises the success rate of various similar attacks. Another kind
of attack is Double Spending [21]. Double Spending is when spending happens again on the same asset
that is, an attack mode when a currency is stolen and the attacker transmits a copy of the transaction as
though it is original. Earlier, double spending was thought to be di�cult and impossible due to the mining
power. But, in 2016, a paper published by Sompolinsky and Zohar [15] exposed that an attacker could
easily launch this attack on low mining power with the combination of Sel�sh Mining.
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Another kind of attack is Feather Forking [16],[17] proposed by Miller. In this attack, the attacker forks the
blockchain to render the entire blocks invalid con�rming the target. The attacker declares this publicly.
The attacker continues the mining until the main chain is “k” blocks forwards. Luckily, the attack is
considered unpro�table and the success rate is low with the mining power. Scientists argue that the
latency is less when miners follow the consensus and compliant strategies [18–20] and this improves
scalability to an extent.

B. Proof of Stake (PoS)

In Proof of Stake [8], [9] a method selecting which node can create, a new block relies on the stake rather
than computational power. That is, participants get a chance to vote and elect leaders. These leaders are
elected by their investments. Hence the name Proof of Stake. The challenges of veri�cation here still
exists because of the computational elimination. Etheruem uses the PoS consensus [22]. What makes
this different from Proof of Work is that the nodes do not need to adjust their nonce many times instead;
the nodes can solve this with the amount of stake. This makes proof of stake an energy-saving
consensus because it does not use lots of computational power to arrive at a consensus [23]. For the
block to be valid, it needs to have an address and a timestamp. Along with that, the user also needs to
provide proof of ownership of the address.

Also, due to one block being created per round of Proof of Stake [24], the generation and transaction
speeds of blocks are much quicker than Proof of work. This has led to the recent popularity of this
protocol. The security of Proof of Stake relies on many factors. A few of the Proof of Stake protocols are
considered secure as long as the messages sent by network reaches their destinations within a certain
time limit and handles scalability to extent.

C. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)

This model has a small group of delegates elected by the stakeholders. These delegates produce and
validate the blocks. This algorithm was used for addressing scalability issues in Bitshare and EOS. The
model reduce the time taken for the block generation and considered as just 3 secs. This divides the
system into 3 parts. The �rst part is the witnesses that are elected through the voting system and play the
main role by generating the blocks. The second is the delegates and the third is the workers. Security
concerns arise for the fact that witnesses usually hold the block generation rights for a long period unless
for a speci�c reason. This is considered as a risky situation [25].

In Delegated Proof of Stake, the node that create the block is also responsible for validating the
transactions. In this protocol, a token holder can vote for their preferred block producer and their votes will
be prioritized based on their stake. In addition, Token Holders may give their stake to another voter and
cast a vote on their behalf in the block producer election [26]. Once they are elected, they may create
blocks after veri�cation of transactions that were created for the last block time in the order in which they
were selected. If all blocks in the transactions are veri�ed and signed, they receive rewards. Also, the
rewards are shared equally with the users who voted for them. However, the rewards will not be given if
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they do not do their task in the allowed time. After which if the block is missed, and transactions remain
unveri�ed. Users could also vote out any offending party/delegate if they believe that there is malicious
intent or activity involved thereby keeping real-time voting secured. Another advantage is its e�ciency for
Generating Blocks [25]. The number of blocks created by this protocol increases as time increases. The
reason for this is that the time taken to select the node remains unchanged, which is why the protocol’s
time increase. This leads to a slight increase in the creation of blocks. Compared to traditional protocols,
this one has improved security, e�ciency and better decentralization of block generation [27]. The model
was further taken for other improvements using the lattice models as well [28].

D. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)

In current blockchains, Bitcoin uses Proof of Work (PoW), Ethereum uses Proof of Stake (PoS), other
consensus were also discussed. The PBFT algorithm was created from Byzantine Generals Problem. It
remains unharmed by malicious attacks and is implemented in many distributed computing
environments.

A Byzantine fault occurs when in a distributed system, the nodes fail and the information about the
failure is inconsistent and unclear. The community has discussed quite a bit about this problem. It is still
unclear as to what vulnerability brings this condition to a system. These discussions have also proposed
various architectural solutions [29–31]. A solution to this was with the proposal of PBFT (Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance) [32], [33].

In PBFT, there is a group that requires a leader, who is then elected using an ‘Election Algorithm’. Hence,
the other nodes are known as Replicas. If a primary node fails, a new leader maybe selected with the
creation of a new group. However, the nodes do not change their state and the requests remain organized.
This is what makes this algorithm safe [34]. The system has a protocol with a 3 phase. The �rst phase is
pre-prepare, the second is prepare and the third is the commit phase. The entire system has one message
orderer server that begins the working of the phases on receiving a client request. This primary server
broadcasts a message to pre-prepare to all other replica servers. During the prepare phase, if the any
server makes a decision to accept the broadcasted pre-prepare message, then the server broadcasts
accepted messages to all other replicas again. While “f” is the number of faulty nodes indicator, the server
starts the commit phase, when it receives a 2f + 1 messages as feedback. As in the prepare phase, the
commit phase also has servers sending broadcast messages to others and wait for 2f + 1 messages as
feedback. This is a kind of voting to indicate that majority of the servers and clients agree on the
messages sent [8].

IBM utilized PBFT for developing ‘Hyperledger fabric’ that provides member registration, identity
management, auditability and more which helps to achieve high performance in certain environments
[35]. While scalability is limited and needs improvement, PBFT has shown excellent performance with
latency and throughput. Due to this protocol’s fault tolerance, many experts add this to their blockchain
systems [36]. PBFT works in a synchronized system and needs many voting rounds, which makes it
impractical. PBFT has inspired many BFT protocols with better security and performance. For
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synchronous networks, PBFT may exploit the timeout algorithm and detect of any issues or anomaly of
the primary node [37]. Though PBFT works without computational tasks, it might cause some
communication overhead. The utilization of PBFT in the Hyperledger fabric is an advantage in private
organizations in terms of security, latency and throughput where the system is in a controlled
permissioned environment.

E. Hybrid and Other Consensus

When protocols are combined, they form to give some classic models like the hybrid ones. PoW and
PBFT were combined and used in Byzcoin [38]. Scalability was an advantage here when PBFT was able
to reduce the cost of the prepare and commit phases by using a protocol called Cosi [39]. Mainly PoW
was seen combined with many other consensus to form hybrid consensus [40]. Other consensus models
that were proposed to improve the scalability was Proof of Authority (PoA) [41] relies on a very limited
number of block validators that undergo rigorous security and identity scrutiny, thereby protecting the
security and enhancing scalability. Proof of Participation (PoP) [42] was built on PoS and PoW combined.
Unlike PoW the computational task is simpler and the transactional fee is distributed among participants
which encourages them. Proof of Capacity (PoC) depends on miner’s disk space capacity to generate
next block and get a reward. This is much similar to PoW but with less complex computational tasks.

5 Types Of Frameworks In Bct
There are various blockchain frameworks such as Hyperledger, Openchain, Graphene, Corda, Multichain
and various other blockchain frameworks. Since Blockchain technology can be used anywhere, major
interest from various organizations has increased and it has caused more and better
technology/frameworks. Hence, the technology is used in �nance, commerce, healthcare, government,
agriculture, and various other �elds you can think of. For this to be implemented, organizations are
required to choose a certain type of framework to suit their demands [44].

Openchain is a framework released by Coinprism. A framework that is designed to issue and manage
digital assets. This framework is mainly used for �nance and banking organizations. It also allows us to
manage various kinds of �nancial transactions. It has enhanced anti-fraud and anti-theft systems, which
is optimized and adaptive to different systems or needs. The architecture is mainly based around a client-
server framework, which is more reliable than peer-peer framework. It is also a private network, and
various users on GitHub actively update it. It is also open source and runs on JavaScript [45].

Graphene is a framework written in C + + language and it is the most adaptable one. It was created as an
exchange medium for various cryptocurrencies, since then it has been used for various other �elds. It is
the most transparent and reliable framework it can process around 5,000 to 100,000 + transactions per
second which is most required by large �nancial organizations. It has the fastest block creation time as
compared to other frameworks. It is an open source, and it is a private/public network [46].
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Corda is a framework written in Kotlin and Java, and it works as a mediator for businesses to cut down
on transactional expenses. It has also helped with reducing the cost of record keeping and help business
make their transactions mobile. The framework is open source, and it can be used to store and
synchronize data between various �nancial institutes. It helps with keeping an open network to transfer
various valuable assets with privacy. Its network is private, and permission based, therefore those with
access can view or use the assets on the given server/network [47].

Multichain is written in C + + language and it can help you create a private block that can be used by your
company or by various other companies. It was initially created to beat major problems affected by
blockchains in �nancial areas, it even offers privacy packages and access levels for compartmentalizing
data for protect. It even allows user permissions for the organization to set which user has which type of
access. Members of the framework can manage the size of the block but can only view the data if they
have their own private key. All blockchains created in the framework are regionalized which increase the
security level. Multichain is easily con�gurable and modi�able [48].

One of the frameworks used by Hyperledger known as Hyperledger Fabric, which was created by various
Japanese companies. This is a collaborative project to develop an open-source blockchain framework for
enterprise usage. Its goal is develop blockchain technology by developing and implementing a cross-
industry method for distributed ledgers that has the potential to revolutionize the way businesses
transact globally in an open –standard platform. The system gained more popularity because of the
PBFT used in it and ease of implementation and community that supported the framework. Hence,
Hyperledger fabric framework is used to implement our use case.

6 Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger is an integrated blockchain framework that acts as a base for developing various blockchain-
based products and applications using components that can be used by private entities. It is open source.
It is designed in an environment in which multiple users can work within, which makes it suitable for
�nance, healthcare, and various domains. The community is quite huge and are its members [49] are
currently funding it.

In the year 2016, the Linux Foundation launched the project. The framework was then created to host a
mobile-focused framework that is easy to use and execute. Hyperledger Fabric is an open, proven,
enterprise-grade, distributed ledger platform. It has advanced privacy controls so only the data you want
shared gets shared among the “permissioned” (known) network participants [50]. Some of the main
bene�ts [51], features and applications of the framework are discussed below:

A. Bene�ts

i. Permissioned Network: Decentralized trust in a network of participants.

ii. Con�dential Transactions: Only data you want to share will be sharable.
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iii. Pluggable architecture: It is easily usable regardless of usage size/environment.
iv. Ease of use: Custom languages and custom architectures.

B. Features and Applications

The core purpose of Fabric is Blockchain services; this category includes components such as a
consensus manager, distributed ledger, peer-to-peer protocol and ledger storage [52]. The consensus
manager is in charge of providing an interface to the consensus algorithm as well as receiving
transactions from other Hyperledger networks and executing them according to the desired consensus
algorithm type [52]. Certain use cases and speci�c trust models have adapted this for modular consensus
protocols. The platform includes a native implementation of Solo, a consensus protocol in which the
endorsing nodes execute and validate transactions in accordance with endorsement policies.
Nevertheless, it is easy to adapt as other consensus protocols like the PBFT are used to be able to allow
several ordering nodes, can be plugged in [53] [54].

Smart contracts use distributed ledger to record relevant state information during transactions. These
transactions include chaincode. Which executes operations that may result in the global state being
updated. The state is saved on a disk by each node. Fabrics block structure includes data like version,
timestamps, transaction hash, state hash and prior hash. The other component is the peer-to-peer
protocol, built using Google’s googleRPC platform. Protocol buffer de�nes the message structure in
Fabric. The network discovers peers and executes con�dential and public transactions using various
messages. The �nal component is the ledger storage; RockDB is used to save state [52]. Major features
are:

i. Membership Service:

Fabric implements a private permissioned model by utilizing a portable idea of membership coupled with
industry standard identity management systems. A membership service provider or the MSP determines a
node’s identity in a Fabric network. These nodes may include client nodes those who may propose
transactions for or peers who maintain the ledger and its state; or ordering service nodes who determine
the order of all transactions [53][54]. These features work together to provide fabric users with access
control. It integrates public key infrastructure to facilitate authorization and identity management
operations.

There are three certi�cate authorities; Certi�cate Authority is one that will provide a long-term certi�cate to
enrolled participants in order to provide to verify their identity. The transaction certi�cate authority issues
transaction certi�cates to participants in order for them to send transaction via the network. TLS
certi�cates are issued by a TLS to secure network level communication between fabric nodes. Fabric
offers an entirely new blockchain design to accommodate �exibility as well as a revamped approach to
dealing with non-determinism resource exhaustion, and performance threats [52].

ii. Chaincode Services:
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Fabric implements application logic with smart contracts known as chaincodes [53]. Chaincodes execute
inside a secure container that this service creates. It is comprised up of two parts: a secure container and
a secure registry. Deploy Transaction – take the installed chaincode, written in the Go programming
language and is ready to use [52].

iii. Invoke Transaction:

Invoke the transactions of a speci�c chaincode previously installed. Chaincode runs transactions and
updates the state, then reports if the transaction was successful or unsuccessful [52].

iv. Nodes:

The fabric has three types of nodes namely the client, peer and ordered. The clients are the application
users that initiate a transaction, a peer maintains a transaction by committing them and maintaining the
ledger state by also letting other peers know the status, orderer nodes ensure the transaction
communication and services by creating the blocks.

v. Peers:

The peers are owned by organizations. It is a must that organizations own at least one peer. They
responsibly notify the clients about the application submission or transaction update. The diagram
shown below shows peer communications. The peers can be from different organizations
communicating and doing transactions. Each peer can be independently running in their own
environment. And can get connected to one or more channels. Thus peers are assigned a speci�c role in
an organization and given blockchain access by a Certi�cate Authority [66]. The peer waits for other peers
for the ledger approval. This process is the consensus.

vi. Consensus:

The consensus in a hyperledger fabric has three steps of endorsing, ordering and validating the
transaction. These are steps in a transaction �ow. First the transaction is run and checked if it’s a correct
transaction. Then the ordering takes place. This step does not have any grammar check or semantic
check. Finally its validated.

7 Blockchain In Healthcare –use Case
Because of data replication, healthcare suffers the largest issues at all times applications due to
scalability. This is because patient data are updated all the time based on regular checkups. A patient
undergoes many tests from different laboratories or departments in a hospital (Figure: 3) which may
include tests like X-Ray, MRI scan or blood tests. These hospitals may belong to a network of hospitals.
Data may be replicated in such scenario. Majority of these data is used for Research and Development.
The data may also include many patient personal data. In a typical blockchain scenario, the data is
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encrypted and stored in a data lake. Hence, main challenges areas obviously in the medical �eld itself
[55].

8 Hierarchical Model–a Solution To Scalability
Scalability enhancement was proposed by Sahoo et.al [57] in their hierarchical model [Figure: 4] as a
solution to scalability. The model uses the lattice property of set of intervals where the access control and
details are given at abstract levels instead of all communications within an entire block. This abstract
mathematical interpretation [58] is used in security, programming and databases [59–61]. Access control
mechanism is a di�cult implementation in organizations with hierarchy. A better and reliable solution is
to have smart contracts in the system.

Every next hierarchy level has the BCi levels, veri�cations and validations that is at the private networks of
the organizations. Private Blockchains are the highlight in the system at local levels in the organization.
Then these are branched out to public blockchains with hierarchies. This is where the level of abstraction
is proposed from a lower level.

Hierarchical Model using Hyperledger Fabric for ERSB System

There are many stakeholders for the data stored in a healthcare sector. This ranges from patients,
doctors, hospitals, hospital networks to insurance companies. There can be a network of hospitals that
record the patient data that are needed when there is an insurance claim. Whenever there is a reference to
the data stored, we assume the patients also have an access and are aware where their data is used
unlike the present scenario. This is where the hyperledger fabric and the inbuilt chaincode or smart
contract is essential. Our healthcare use case assume that the insurance company access the patient
data in an abstraction model and access as in a branch. Hierarchical model in clinical data study has
been attempted before [62].

The model below is the hierarchical representation [Figure: 5]. It represents Insurance company on top in
the hierarchy. A group of hospitals that belong to a particular network will report to the hospital network
unit. Each hospital can be under the hospital network that are owned by the same group. And then there
are multiple departments under each hospital. The enormous amount of patient data is a concern in such
scenario. And only those channels that need the data should access them at that time through their
peers.

9 Implementation Of Ersb Model
The blockchain was implemented using the IBM’s hyperledger fabric model [63] with the hierarchical
model [57]. The implementation [Figure: 5] shows how the �rst level of BCT is established between three
organizations. That is one single channel that holds the same data that is accessible by all the
organizations in the chain. The organizations that are used in the use case are Insurance company that
gets all the data from a hospital network, The hospital network that holds data from all the concerned
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hospitals that come under them, and a set of ‘n’ hospitals that are linked to the same network, For
example; a hospital branch that is in Texas (United States of America) and another one in Edinburgh
(United Kingdom). A client who may take treatment from both the places should be able to access his
data safely and know and discuss his rights with the Insurance company in whichever part of the world
he goes. All the ledgers at all the hospitals are expected to update themselves after every transaction.

Figure 6: Implementation of Hyperledger fabric in the ERSB Model

The experiment uses Java script on the chaincode [Figure: 6]. The chaincode consists of the following
data in the script that the hospitals have and is accessible by the Insurance Company:

1. 1. Transaction ID
2. 2. Patient ID
3. 3. Type of service, for example: consulting a doctor, lab test, medicine purchase etc.
4. 4. Doctor ID
5. 5. Cost of the Service
�. 6. Insurance ID

Since the consensus depend on the smart contract, the transaction is validated only when the policy is
met according to the rules of the insurance company. These smart contracts are otherwise called the
chaincode. The chaincode is deployed in the channel and once the transaction is ordered and validated,
organizations are able to access the chaincode. Each peer (p) that is hosted by the hospital, hospital
network and the insurance company act as an endorser or committer who commits a transaction and
keeps the ledger state updated or the world state database. Before any transaction is committed, the
endorsing peer endorses the transaction. Not all peers are endorsers in a transaction but all peers are
committers to store the world state database for that particular channel with the updated asset
information.

The client applications (c) need to access the ledgers and for this, they get always connected to the peers.
Only endorsed transactions are committed and stored and are accessible by the clients. Typically,
whenever the user makes any transaction, the endorsed transaction is submitted and then committed.
The user application also receives a noti�cation about this.

Whenever the client or a patient application requires an endorsed transaction to be committed, the
ordering service (O) takes this up. That is, the ordering service orders the transaction and groups them as
a block, sends them to the peers (hospital, hospital networks and the insurance company). This is
important because this determines the order of all the services and the transactions until then.

The MSP plays an important role ensuring all the protocols and mechanism for cryptography are
maintained in the system. This include rules to check and maintain authenticity and authority of peers in
the chain. Either from the fabric or an external Certi�cate Authority (CA) is used to issue keys and
generate the MSPs in each peer (for hospital, networks and the Insurance).
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The experiment has recorded the time in accessing existing records from 100 to 1000 transactions-
between the 3 organizations -Insurance Company, Hospital Network and Hospital1.

This experiment currently works under the basic hierarchical model with �rst level of abstraction in
hierarchy tested. This is much similar to the linear model at level1, as they all run through the same
channel. The time to fetch the transactions are recorded with 100 transactions and then raised to 1000.
The time is recorded with 118 peers or nodes added. The aim of the experiment is to replicate more
number of transactions to check the throughput and latency with the same chaincode. Each time a record
of complete transaction access is noted along with a search needed for a particular transaction. We
assume 5 insurance companies, 100 hospital networks and each hospital to have 10 departments at
least.

10 Results And Discussions
More transactions are accessible. The experiment is conducted at different network connections. Time is
recorded as before adding nodes and after adding nodes. The two operations performed separately are
complete transactions accessed and search one particular transaction. Chaincode is found immutable
because after every change in the chaincode the network had to be restarted. Transaction fetch and
search is seen affected at stage one of implementation with more nodes added to the same channel. TPS
might have been affected by the network connection.

The user time is how long your program was running on the CPU, and the sys time was how long your
program was waiting for the operating system to perform tasks for it. So basic benchmarking can be with
user time + sys time. Real can be affected by other running processes and is considered more
inconsistent. Hence we have considered user + sys time to check the results.

Observation 1:

The test results in �gure: 9 shows difference in time is not very evident with our experiment readings
before and after adding the nodes. The �rst experiment is fetching the complete transaction dataset every
time with an increment in 100 transaction added at each time. Hence scalability is increased at 100
transactions.

Observation 2:

The test results in �gure: 10 shows difference in time is not very evident with our experiment readings
before adding nodes and after adding the nodes. The second experiment is searching for a particular
transaction at a time. 100 transactions were added each time to the dataset. Hence the scalability is
increased at 100.

Observation 3:
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When the �rst part of the implementation is done, there is some signi�cant delay that is experienced while
adding the peers. Once the peers are added then more or less the fetch time is the same. When more
transactions are added, the response time with or without peers are the same. Hence there is a steady
increase linearly.

Observation 4:

The experiment is con�rmed with a t-test performed using the time recorded during the entire transaction
fetch and individual search operation. In both the above scenario, the Null Hypothesis and Alternate
Hypothesis is as follows:

Null Hypothesis: There is no signi�cant difference in the means of the sample time between the two
methods (Before adding the nodes).

Alternate Hypothesis: There is signi�cant difference between the means of sample time between the two
methods (After adding the nodes).

The Null Hypothesis is accepted in both above experiments in Figure: 9 and Figure: 10 since the nodes
addition has not affected the framework.

11 Conclusion And Future Work
The next level of implementation will be as shown below to test the scalability. The models will be
compared with same and different chaincodes, with more channels and nodes added.

The main feature of a Blockchain system is that it believes entities to behave in an arbitrary manner, also
known as Byzantine. Blockchain is more secure than traditional database systems, as it is built to tolerate
Byzantine failure [64][65]. Blockchain technology introduced in a variety of industries including �nance
and banking, healthcare, government, security and many more. Every blockchain framework has a
distinct goal and use case. When choosing a blockchain framework, there are a number of factors to
consider as each framework comes with its own set of features. Ever since the conception of Blockchain
implemented by Bitcoin, the world of crypto has not only popularized but also improved in terms of
speed, scalability and so on. What we have discussed in this paper is just four of many consensus
protocols. We have been able to analyze how they work, what is their fault tolerance etc. We have even
been able describe their performance in terms of each of them and have identi�ed the current problem /
security issue. However, these all are at the time of writing this paper. New Protocols are introduced, and
current Protocols upgrade regularly with better security, scalability, and speed. We hope that you were
able to grasp the gist of few of the consensus protocols and their functions. The paper has further
discussed different framework in BCT and why hyperledger fabric is a chosen one.

The case study focuses on the healthcare sector with hierarchical model and abstract interpretation using
smart contracts at each level. At the time of writing this paper, the experiment conducted is until the �rst
abstract level, which creates, connect between hospital network and the insurance company. As we go
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down the levels in the model, scalability can be dealt by using the data only at the hospital or local level
and not replicating all the data at all levels. The experiment holds three organizations in the chain where
Hospital1 and Hospital 2 belong to the Hospital network presently. In addition, the network is connected
to the Insurance Company.

Our future work will be an expansion from here with multiple departments in the hospitals hosting their
data where each hospital will maintain their own blockchain in the private mode, which according to the
model will be BC1, and the network of hospitals will be BC2. This would further extent to BC3 to the
Insurance company. As more channels will be added the hierarchical levels should also increase. This
level of abstraction should reduce data duplicity because data should be accessible only where required
within those particular channels.
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Figures

Figure 1

Blockchain Data Structure on a fully validating node
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Figure 2

Hyperledger Fabric

Figure 3

Representation of Blockchain data in Healthcare Use case
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Figure 4

Diagrammatic Representation of Hierarchical Blockchains 
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Figure 5

Enhance Reliability of Scalable Blockchain Solution (ERSB) Model

Figure 6

Implementation of Hyperledger fabric in the ERSB Model
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Figure 7

Data on chaincode

Figure 8

Example data on chaincode –First level 
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Figure 9

Example data on chaincode –First level installations and time recorded for transactions

Figure 10

Sample time recorded to access complete transactions before and adding nodes
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Figure 11

Results with Transactions and User Time Recorded for a particular search operation

Figure 12

Example data on chaincode –More nodes added with hierarchies 


